2000 ford taurus torque specs

If you are planning on installing a wheel on your Ford, it is important to be aware of the
manufacturer's recommended torque settings. Using the proper torque helps ensure that the
wheel assembly is securely installed. This table contains wheel lug nut torque specs for Ford
vehicles up to For newer models please scroll down to the links under the table. When removing
and installing a wheel on your vehicle, always follow these generic instructions, but for more
information please refer to your owner's manual. When lifting your vehicle, make sure you use
the proper equipment and that you only lift the vehicle from the jacking points, one wheel at the
time. Always block the opposite wheel from the one you are working on with two wheel chokes
on both side of the wheel to prevent the car from rolling and fall of the jack while you're working
on it. Never get under the vehicle when it is resting only on the jack. Vehicles Expand submenu
Vehicles Collapse submenu Vehicles. Coverage Expand submenu Coverage Collapse submenu
Coverage. Your Work Order. Close Request. Every vehicle has a manufacturer-recommended
wheel lug torque measurement in foot-pounds. Use a lug wrench to properly torque wheels on
your Ford. You can find wheel lug torque specifications in your owner's manual or from most
mechanics. Ford produced these models in the s and s. Aspire wheel torque specifications are
85 foot-pounds. Wheel lug torque on the Contour varies by year; through models are 65
foot-pounds, models are 85 foot-pounds and through models are 95 foot-pounds. Festiva and
Probe specifications measure at 85 foot-pounds. Tempos measure at foot-pounds. Ford
produced these vehicles and their predecessors mostly in the s, although Escorts date back to
the s. Wheel lug torque specifications on Crown Victorias and Freestars are foot-pounds. On
Escorts, specifications are 85 foot-pounds on to models and foot-pounds on to models. GT
specifications are foot-pounds. These are classic Ford models produced for decades; Mustangs
are still in production. All models of these vehicles have wheel lug torque specifications of
foot-pounds. These are all passenger vehicles either introduced or reintroduced in the s. Wheel
lug torque on Fusions is foot-pounds. Early models of the Taurus from to have wheel lug torque
specifications of foot-pounds. Later models reintroduced from onward measure at 95
foot-pounds. Focus specifications are 95 foot-pounds. These Ford models are vans and SUVs
produced from the s to the present. Aerostars, Broncos, Edges, Escapes, Explorers, Es and
Expeditions with 12 mm studs all have wheel lug torque specifications of foot-pounds. Es with
eight lugs, Es and Es measure foot-pounds. Excursion models measure foot-pounds, and
Expeditions with 14 mm studs measure foot-pounds. These Ford trucks range widely depending
on their year of production and size. Ford Ranger wheel lug torque specifications for all years
measure foot-pounds, as do Fs with 12 mm studs, which were produced from to Fs produced
from onward with 14 mm studs measure foot-pounds. Fs and Fs manufactured from to measure
foot-pounds. F Super Duty pickups produced from to measure foot-pounds, and models
produced from onward measure foot-pounds. Gina Poirier has a professional background in
nonprofit administration and management, primarily with youth development organizations.
Ford Mustang and Thunderbird These are classic Ford models produced for decades; Mustangs
are still in production. Ford Fusion, Focus and Taurus These are all passenger vehicles either
introduced or reintroduced in the s. If you are planning on installing a wheel on your Ford, it is
important to be aware of the manufacturer's recommended torque settings. Using the proper
torque helps ensure that the wheel assembly is securely installed. This table contains wheel lug
nut torque specs for Ford vehicles up to For newer models please scroll down to the links under
the table. When removing and installing a wheel on your vehicle, always follow these generic
instructions, but for more information please refer to your owner's manual. When lifting your
vehicle, make sure you use the proper equipment and that you only lift the vehicle from the
jacking points, one wheel at the time. Always block the opposite wheel from the one you are
working on with two wheel chokes on both side of the wheel to prevent the car from rolling and
fall of the jack while you're working on it. Never get under the vehicle when it is resting only on
the jack. Vehicles Expand submenu Vehicles Collapse submenu Vehicles. Coverage Expand
submenu Coverage Collapse submenu Coverage. Your Work Order. Close Request. The rocker
arms in a Ford Ranger transfer camshaft movement to valve movement, which control the inlet
and exhaust of gasses into each cylinder. Given the fast operating speed of the camshaft,
precise rocker arm maintenance is crucial to the operation of the 3. A moderate level of
mechanical experience is necessary when performing this adjustment. Proper rocker arm
torque is essential to safe engine operation. Every hardware item in an internal combustion
engine must be torqued. Proper torqueing prevents the hardware from working its way loose,
damaging the rocker arm from excessive torque or allowing the rocker arm to shift during
operation. Torque each fulcrum bolt to 8 foot-pounds. If your foot-pound torque wrench does
not adjust to 8 foot-pounds, torque to 96 inch-pounds with an inch-pound wrench. With the
number one piston top dead center, torque the number one exhaust, number two intake,
number four exhaust, number five intake and both piston three and six valve fulcrum bolts to 19

foot-pounds. With the number two piston top dead center, torque the number one intake,
number two exhaust, number four intake and number five exhaust valve fulcrum bolts to 19
foot-pounds. Justin Chacos is a professional mechanic with experience on all vehicle types,
from cars to boats to airplanes. He has been writing since and has been published in multiple
maintenance manuals and journals. He holds a Master of Science from the University of
Arkansas. Rocker Torque Specifications for a Ford Ranger 3. Initial Torque Torque each fulcrum
bolt to 8 foot-pounds. Final Torque With the number one piston top dead center, torque the
number one exhaust, number two intake, number four exhaust, number five intake and both
piston three and six valve fulcrum bolts to 19 foot-pounds. Do you have the same problem? The
torque is below and the torque sequence is attached. Install new cylinder head retaining bolts: Tighten retaining bolts in sequence shown to 80 Nm 59 ft. Caution: Always use new cylinder
head bolts when installing cylinder head or damage to engine may occur. Tighten the cylinder
head retaining bolts in two final tightening steps in sequence shown in the following
illustration: - 50 Nm 37 ft. Note: When cylinder head retaining bolts have been tightened, it is not
necessary to re-tighten the bolts after extended engine operation. Torque intake manifold bolts
in sequence shown in two steps: first to ft lb, then to ft lb. Image Click to enlarge Was this
answer helpful? You start in the middle and work toward the ends while alternating sides. Was
this answer helpful? Thanks Was this answer helpful? Step 2 loosen 1 turn Step 3 tighten 22 ft.
Step 4 tighten 90 Degs Step 5 tighten 90 Degs Was this answer helpful? They are torque-to-yield
designed and cannot be reused. Cylinder head bolts First pass Tighten to 50 Nm 37 ft. Second
pass Loosen bolts one full turn Third pass Tighten to 30 Nm 22 ft. Fourth pass Tighten 90 Final
pass Tighten 90 this is for 3. I am replacing one piston and the connector rod. One cylinder
head bolt hole is stripped out. I want to retap the hole without pulling the motor. I can use the
Heli-coil kits or their equivalent for this if I knew which size to get. I don't want to guess, and
can't find much info about the bolt. A local machine shop measured the diameter and pitch of
the old bolt and came up with A place that sells bolts and fasteners measured the same bolt and
said it was Can you help? Also, what about the new bolts I have put in already - have executed
the first torque, but not the reverse and retorque step. Can I still use them? I cannot proceed
without more information. Thank you so much. This was a mid-year split. So it doesn't matter
who measured what. I'd go with the machine shop frankly if I had to choose.. Can always buy a
pitch gauge which comes in handy. To is one number, the other is obviously from I am in
desperate need of the car listed above ohv torque sequence for head bolts and intake. Do you.
Good afternoon. Image Click to enlarge. Was this answer. Intake manifold. Torque sequences
are always the same. I need torque specs for taurus 3. Thanks Was this answer. Could not read
chart was blurry Was this answer. Step1 tighten 37 ft. Step 4 tighten 90 Degs Step 5 tighten 90
Degs Was this answer. What is the torque sequence for the cylinder head bolts Was this
answer. New cylinder head bolts must be installed. The bolt size depends on the manufacturing
date. To is one number, the other is obviously from I would get the bolt set you need fresh. This
is fel-pro, but call your supplier and ask them to find out what the size is based on your build
date. I need the diameter and pitch of the cylinder head bolt, new Ford equipment, Ford part
number F3DZA according to the specs that Ford engineers had them manufactured. I need this
information in order to repair the bolt hole that will receive the new bolt. The old bolt was
damaged on the end, and stripped the threads inside the bolt hole when I removed it. I read
where this happened to other people, but no further information was available. Having the old
one measured by hand held pitch gauge has delivered different results depending on who is
holding the gauge. If the specs on this bolt, new equipment, are not available, please let me
know. If you know where I can find out myself I will go there and try to find it. I understand. The
bolts are torque to yeild and must be replaced, you can not measure the threads on them once
they have been used as they stretch. Do not reuse them. The aftermarket ones I shown above is
the answer you need. You'll get the right ones based on prod date. Then you can get the
heli-coil kit you need based on those. This particular one was from NAPA. Tell them which set
you want and a heli-coil kit to match them. When you get it, verify the bolt is correct by
threading into a good hole. Once that is verified, you can put in the heli-coil. You can call the
dealer parts department and inquire. They may or may not have that info. The parts department
is not always given complete information from FORD, but would be another method to get the
spec. If they show it. You can order the head bolts through they dealer as well, but you can't get
the heli-coil through them. More expensive and less convenient with more work. I'll call the
dealer when I get in to work and let you know. I have purchased from Ford new cylinder head
bolts, and have partially installed all but one. The instructions were clear on the install
sequence and the first torque, to 63 pounds. When I attempted to install this bolt, I found the
hole to be stripped. None of the bolts had the reverse half turn, then retorque performed on
them. If I read what you are telling me correctly, since I have taken them out to repair the

threads, I should consider this new set to be stretched and purchase another new set. Is that
correct? I would rather not attempt to measure the diameter and pitch of the new bolt by hand,
but would prefer the exact specs from Ford if I can get them. My apologies, I would still use
them. Reading so many posts, I get blinders on. I should have re-read more carefully. The dealer
could only supply this info: M11 x No pitch available from them. I think if you get a pitch gage
that you screw the bolt into that has 11 mm, you won't have a problem. Thanks very much. That
helps. I will get the helicoil 11mm according to whatever the pitch gauge tells me. It helps to
know I can use these new bolts too. Thanks so much! Please login or register to post a reply.
Related Cylinder Head Torque Content. Sponsored links. Ask a Car Question. It's Free! NOTE:
The serpentine belt routing diagram above applies only to the 3. The illustration above shows
the intake manifold bolt tightening sequence to avoid damage to the in
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take manifold gasket or vacuum leaks. NOTE: Install the intake manifold gaskets without any
type of sealer. The illustration above shows the intake manifold plenum bolt tightening
sequence to avoid damage to the intake manifold plenum gasket or vacuum leaks. NOTE: Install
the intake manifold plenum gasket without any type of sealer. Tune Up And Torque
Specifications 3. But conversely, the dolphins had always believed that they were far more
intelligent than man â€”for precisely the same reasons! As an Amazon Associate, I may earn a
small commission from qualifying purchases from the Amazon product links from this website.
Your purchase helps support my work in bringing you real diagnostic testing information to
help you solve the problem! Page 1 Page 2 Page 3. Serpentine Belt Routing Diagram 3. Intake
Manifold Bolt Torque Specifications 3. The intake manifold plenum is also known as the upper
intake manifold. All Articles: 3. Do NOT follow this link or you will be banned from the site!

